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HISTORY & HERITAGE
HOW IT ALL BEGAN

In 2006, YETI® founders, brothers Roy and Ryan Seiders, set out to build a cooler without compromise. 
They were tired of handles breaking apart, latches snapping off, and lids caving in year after year. 
Ordinary ice chests were cutting outdoor adventures short and regularly costing money to replace. 
So, they decided to create a solution — to engineer a cooler that could keep ice for days, one that was 
completely different than any cooler that had come before it. Cue the legendary Tundra® Cooler. It 
was made especially for the serious outdoor enthusiast rather than the occasional camper. One that 
can get dropped out of a truck, dragged through the backcountry, withstand any weather, and still 
be game for more. Since 2006, YETI® has designed even more products to stand up to the hazards of 
the wild. That way you can stay out longer, travel farther, and live harder. No matter where the wild  

takes you, there’s a YETI® ready to tackle your next adventure head on. 

YETI TODAY
Since 2006, YETI® has built even more products that stand up to the hazards of the wild so you can  
stay out longer, travel farther, and live harder. No matter where the wild takes you, there’s YETI®  

gear ready to tackle your next adventure head on.
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PRODUCT LINES AND 
KEY FEATURES
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Legendary coolers that feel just as at home in the wild as you do.

HARD COOLERS
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THE FIRST COOLERS OF THEIR KIND
Every hard cooler YETI® makes is built to outperform. With the 

groundbreaking thermal performance of the legendary Tundra® Hard 
Cooler, the nearly indestructible Silo®  Water Cooler, and now the 

innovative Roadie® Wheeled Cooler, there’s a hard cooler for everyone.

TUNDRA®
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T-REX™ LID LATCHES 
Patented design uses heavy-
duty rubber so you’ll never 
see another busted latch.

COLDLOCK ™ GASKET
A freezer-quality gasket 
circles the length of the lid 
to block out the heat and 
lock in the cold.

NEVERFAIL™ HINGE SYSTEM
Two hinge pins and interlocking 
design prevent the hinge from  
ever breaking. ANCHORPOINT™

TIE-DOWN SLOTS
Molded tie-down slots 
for easy mounting to your 
boat, trailer, or truck bed.

BEARFOOT™

NON-SLIP FEET
Prevent sliding to keep 
your cooler in place.

FATWALL™ DESIGN
Extra-thick walls hold up to two 
inches of insulation for unmatched 
ice retention.

CERTIFIED BEAR-RESISTANT

WHY THE TUNDRA® 
HARD COOLER IS WORTH IT

ROTOMOLDED CONSTRUCTION
Makes it armored to the core and 
virtually indestructible.

7
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EVERY DESTINATION NEEDS A GOOD JOURNE Y 

Made for the road and ready to go—the Roadie® 24 Hard Cooler packs 
more while taking up less space. It’s built tall to accommodate critical 

bottles of wine, and slim enough to squeeze behind the driver’s or 
passenger’s seat of a car. With the new Roadie® 48 and 60 Wheeled 

Coolers, one person is able to bring enough provisions for the  
whole crew. Thanks to their easy-rollin’ nature, you can take  

those provisions deeper into the wild than ever before.

ROADIE®
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LIPGRIP™ HANDLES
Stay out of the way and make 
carrying your catch easy.

BESTDAM™ DRAIN PLUG
This leakproof barrier offers  
quick-drain convenience. 

QUICKLATCH™

One finger does the trick. Latches 
open with a quick flip and close just 
as easily. 

PERISCOPE™ HANDLE
This retractable, dolly-style 
handle pops up when you need  
it and hides away when space-
saving is key. 

NEVERFLAT™ WHEELS
Solid-single-piece tire construction 
is impact- and puncture-resistant. 

ROCKSOLID™ STRENGTH
For virtually indestructible protection.

PERMAFROST™ INSULATION
Pressure-injected commercial-
grade polyurethane foam in the 
walls and lid makes sure your ice 
stays ice.

WHY THE ROADIE® 
WHEELED COOLER IS WORTH IT
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“WE USED TO BRING DIFFERENT 
COOLERS TO HAVE OUR FOOD OR 
DRINKS STAY COLD FOR A WEEK 

IN THE MOUNTAINS. NOW WE CAN 
JUST BRING OUR YETI AND NOT 

WORRY ABOUT IT.”

STEVEN PEEBLES
YETI AMBA SSADOR, CHAMPION BAREBACK RIDER 
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HARD COOLER FAMILY
OVER-ENGINEERED TO OUTPERFORM

ROADIE ® 60
The Roadie® 60 Wheeled Cooler is a 
maneuverable beast with enough room for 
over 50 cans and rugged wheels that can 
take you and the crew into backcountry. 
Built with the same durability and cold-
holding power as the Tundra® Cooler, this 
wheeled cooler is virtually indestructible 
with the ability to hold ice for days. 

HOLDS:  15.8 Gallons or 49 lbs. of ice

$450

10023020000

10023160000

10023200000

10023390000

ROADIE ® 48
The Roadie® 48 Wheeled Cooler is built 
for navigating tailgate crowds and taking 
lunches to go, and with the same cold-
holding power you’d expect from a Tundra® 
Cooler. It’s also made to last just as long—
from the handle to its durable wheels, 
this thing is virtually indestructible. 

HOLDS: 10.5 Gallons or 39 lbs. of ice

$400

10048020000

10048160000

10048200000

10048390000

ROADIE ® 24
The all-new Roadie® 24 Hard Cooler is 10% 
lighter weight, holds 20% more, and has 
30% better thermal performance than its 
predecessor. Not to mention, it can fit a 
bottle of wine upright and squeeze right 
behind your car seat — no problem.

HOLDS: 6 Gallons or 24 lbs. of ice

$250

10022020000

10022160000

10022010000

10022200000

10022350000
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HARD COOLER FAMILY
OVER-ENGINEERED TO OUTPERFORM

TUNDR A® 45
This weekend warrior combines  
versatility and durability. It snugly fits  
on off-road vehicles (not to mention  
it’s virtually indestructible).

HOLDS: 8.2 Gallons or 35 lbs. of ice

$300

TUNDR A® 65
Keep your catches cold or store drinks 
and food at the perfect temperature. 
It can even act as a bay boat casting 
platform when secured.

HOLDS: 12.8 Gallons or 56 lbs. of ice

$350

TUNDR A® 35
Portable enough for one person to haul 
while still having an impressive carrying 
capacity. Fits nicely in an inner tube for 
floating down a river.

HOLDS: 6.7 Gallons or 28 lbs. of ice

$275

10035020000

10035160000

10035200000

10035010000

10035350000

10045020000

10045160000

10045200000

10045010000

10045350000

10065020000

10065160000

10065200000

10065010000

10065350000
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OVER-ENGINEERED TO OUTPERFORM

HARD COOLER FAMILY

TUNDR A® HAUL
Meet our first-ever cooler on wheels and 
the answer to taking Tundra’s legendary 
toughness and insulation power anywhere 
you want. It’s built with a nearly unbreakable 
handle, NeverFlat™ Wheels, and a taller, 
wider shape to fit that critical bottle of wine.

HOLDS: 13.8 Gallons or 55 lbs. of ice

TUNDR A® 75
All the capacity you need to hydrate a big 
group of family and friends, and doubles as 
an extra seat to pull up around the campfire.

HOLDS: 17.5 Gallons or 66 lbs. of ice

TUNDR A® 105
Keeps all your provisions in one place, saving 
you space on your boat or truck bed during 
extended hunting and fishing trips.

HOLDS: 19.6 Gallons or 92 lbs. of ice

$425

$450

$500

10075020000

10075010000

10105020000

10105010000

10060020000

10060160000

10060200000

10060010000

10060350000
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OVER-ENGINEERED TO OUTPERFORM

HARD COOLER FAMILY

TUNDR A® 110
Designed to fit all major raft frames snugly 
and built to last no matter how many times 
you hit the river.

HOLDS: 22.9 Gallons or 101 lbs. of ice

TUNDR A® 125
Your best bet for keeping ice on longer 
journeys. Ample space to hold the whole 
crew’s limit of snapper, redfish, or trout — or 
to keep a quartered deer preserved.

HOLDS: 28.3 Gallons or 129 lbs. of ice

TUNDR A® 160
Enough room to hold an elk, multiple deer, or 
larger offshore species. Will go with you into 
the field or on the boat season after season.

HOLDS: 35.3 Gallons or 159 lbs. of ice

$550

$600

$750

10110020000

10125020000

10160020000
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OVER-ENGINEERED TO OUTPERFORM

HARD COOLER FAMILY

TUNDR A® 210
Our deepest outdoor cooler with a 
smaller, cubed footprint saves space 
in your truck, trailer, or boat.

HOLDS: 49.8 Gallons or 208 lbs. of ice

TUNDR A® 250
For those who regularly venture into 
the wilderness on long hunting or 
fishing trips. Big enough for wahoo, 
tuna, and amberjack or a quartered 
moose, elk, or several deer.

HOLDS: 55.3 Gallons or 232 lbs. of ice

TUNDR A® 350
Our largest premium cooler 
effortlessly handles big BBQ 
events and deep-sea catches. Can 
fit two freshly caught tuna, up to 
three elk, or multiple whitetail.

HOLDS: 79 Gallons or 329 lbs. of ice

$900

$1,000

$1,500

10110020000

10125020000

10160020000
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A REMARKABLY INSULATED, QUICK-TO-POUR,
EASY-TO-CLEAN BEHEMOTH OF A WATER COOLER.

SILO® 6G

SILO ® 6G
Silo is our take on what a water cooler should be:  
over-engineered with Tundra’s legendary cold-holding 
power and rotomolded armor. It stores up to six gallons, 
and the SurePour™ Spigot offers fast fill ups so there’s 
never a line forming behind you. 
 
SurePour™ Spigot – Offers a lighting-fast flow rate

SteadySteel™ Handle – Protects the spigot and makes 
pouring easy

PermaFrost™ Insulation – Keeps all six gallons icy cold

$300

10006020000



PRODUCT WEIGHT EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS COLORS

ROADIE® 24 12.8 LBS 16½” x 14” x 17½”

ROADIE® 48 25.8 LBS 19.8” x 19.9” x 20½”

ROADIE® 60 29.0 LBS 23.7” x 19.9” x 20½”

TUNDRA® 35 20 LBS 21” x 16” x 15½”

TUNDRA® 45 23 LBS 25½” x 16” x 15½”

TUNDRA® 65 29 LBS 30½” x 17½” x 16”

TUNDRA® HAUL 37 LBS 28¼” x 185/8” x 19½”

TUNDRA® 75 34 LBS 33¼” x 18” x 18”

TUNDRA® 105 36 LBS 30½” x 19½” x 20”

TUNDRA® 110 39 LBS 37” x 18” x 20”

TUNDRA® 125 48 LBS 40” x 19½” x 20”

TUNDRA® 160 54 LBS 45” x 19½” x 21½”

TUNDRA® 210 62 LBS 39⅜” x 25½” x 24”

TUNDRA® 250 70 LBS 55” x 235/8” x 21¼”

TUNDRA® 350 89 LBS 64” x 24½” x 23⅛”

SILO® 6G 16 LBS 5½” x 15½” x 18”

17

COOLER SIZES & COLORS
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HARD COOLER  
ACCESSORIES
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SILO® MOUNTING BRACKET
Create a permanent home for  
your water cooler with this sturdy 
mounting bracket. Bolt down the  
base and put your Silo® Water Cooler 
on top, then secure it in place with  
the mounting straps.  

TUNDRA® COOLER DIVIDERS
Keep your goods organized and 
separate while on the go with a Cooler 
Divider. Slide it into the built-in divider 
grooves of your cooler and split the 
space in two before loading it up. 
It’s also food safe and makes a great 
cutting board when not in use. 

TIE-DOWN KIT
Locks your cooler or LoadOut®   
into place to prevent it from 
slipping and sliding on your 
boat, truck, or bed trailer.

SECURITY CABLE LOCK & BRACKET
Our high-strength carbon steel lock 
bracket is perfect for those who want 
a more substantial theft deterrent. It’s 
designed to fit all Tundra® Coolers.

BEVERAGE HOLDER
Mounts to the side of your YETI Tundra®, 
Roadie®, Tank®, or Silo® and serves as a 
secure and convenient caddy for your 
frosty beverage.

BEAR-PROOF LOCKS
We keep our coolers up to par 
with the Interagency Grizzly Bear 
Committee’s (IGBC) requirements 
for bear-resistant containers by 
using thoroughly tested, extra-
long shank Master locks.

TUNDRA® & SILO® ACCESSORIES
OUTFIT YOUR TUNDRA, TANK, AND SILO WITH ACCESSORIES

THAT WORK OVERTIME IN THE WILD

ROD HOLSTER
Secure storage option for your 
casting and spinning rods. It slides 
securely into the AnchorPoint™ Tie-
Down Slot of your YETI® Cooler.

SEAT CUSHION
Make your YETI® do double duty 
on the boat or dock by snapping 
on a YETI® Cooler Seat Cushion. 
It’s made with at least two inches 
of dense foam and UV marine 
vinyl. Available in White and in 
Realtree Max 4 Camo. 

SEADEK® TRACTION PAD
Durable, slip-resistant casting 
pad is made from 6-millimeter 
EVA foam and provides excellent 
traction while using your YETI® as 
a standing or casting platform. 
Available in Gray and Olive Green.

CHECK OUT YETI.COM FOR  
THE FULL ACCESSORIES LIST
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ROADIE® WHEELED COOLER  
CUP CADDY
Put down your drink while still keeping 
inside goods accessible with a cup 
caddy. Easily attach it to your Roadie® 
Wheeled Cooler and instantly gain two 
cup holders without losing the ability 
to open the lid. Sized for most Rambler® 
Drinkware, all Colster® Can Insulators, 
and just about any longneck and can.  
The middle cavity is also a perfect  
place to keep your keys, wallet, or 
fishing pliers accessible. 

The Roadie® Wheeled Coolers can  
be equipped with up to two cup  
caddies—one on each side. 

ROADIE® 24 HARD COOLER BASKET
Elevate your fruits, veggies, snacks, 
and anything else you want out of 
direct contact with ice. Use one for 
organization, leaving room for tall 
bottles or add another to have two 
side-by-side baskets for a full dry 
storage shelf. Anti-slide design with 
a custom ring allows the basket to 
fit snugly into place. Food safe and 
dishwasher safe. 

YETI® WHEELED COOLER  
DRY BASKET
Pack like a pro with a dry basket built  
to keep snacks dry and within reach.  
The basket fits snuggly within the  
cooler so it won’t slide around while  
your food and ice stay separate. It’s  
also food and dishwasher safe for  
easy use day in and out. 

Roadie® Wheeled Coolers come with  
one basket and can fit up to two dry 
baskets. Also compatible with the  
Tundra Haul® Wheeled Cooler.

ROADIE® ACCESSORIES
OUTFIT YOUR ROADIE WITH ACCESSORIES

THAT WORK OVERTIME IN THE WILD

ROADIE® WHEELED COOLER  
DIVIDER
Keep your goods organized and 
separate while on the go with a 
cooler divider sized for the Roadie® 
Wheeled Coolers. Slide it into the 
built-in divider grooves of your cooler 
and split the space in two before 
loading it up. It’s also food safe and 
makes a great cutting board when 
not in use. 

CHECK OUT YETI.COM FOR  
THE FULL ACCESSORIES LIST
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YETI® ICE
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FREEZES FASTER. STAYS COLD LONGER. BREAKS NEVER.

YETI® ICE

YETI ® 1lb ICE

YETI ® 2lb ICE

YETI ® 4lb ICE

$15

$20

$30

20140000003

20140000001

20140000002

Works as an ice substitute or addition to your ice stash to make sure your 
contents stay colder for longer. Recommended for YETI Hard Coolers.
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YETI® ICE is filled to the brim with 
science, dialed in to the most effective 
temperature to maximaize the ice 
retention of any cooler; -2° C. 

STAYS COLD LONGER
Chills ice and contents faster and 
helps keep your ice colder longer.

IMPACT RESISTANT
Won’t bust or shatter.

FREEZES FASTER
Custom shape helps it freeze faster. 

NO MESSY CLEANUP
No puddles to drain, just toss it back 
in your freezer. 

WHY YETI® ICE IS WORTH IT

23
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TUNDRA® HAUL

YETI ICE® CONFIGURATION
BY HARD COOLER SIZE

TUNDRA® 125 TUNDRA® 160

TUNDRA® 250 TUNDRA® 350

TUNDRA® 110 TUNDRA® 210 TANK® 85

TANK® 45

ROADIE® 24

TUNDRA® 35 TUNDRA® 45 TUNDRA® 65 TUNDRA® 75 TUNDRA® 105

ROADIE® 60ROADIE® 48
4LB2LB1LB

YETI ICE® 1LB  8.0” x 2.6” x 1.6”

YETI ICE® 2LB  8.0” x 5.4” x 1.6”

YETI ICE® 4LB  10.8” x 8.0” x 1.6”
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“THE TUNDRA COOLER IN 
COMBINATION WITH YETI ICE 

LETS ME STAY OUT AS LONG AS 
POSSIBLE. I NEVER HAVE TO WORRY 

ABOUT MAKING A LONG TRIP INTO 
TOWN EARLY FOR ICE.”

REMI WARREN
YETI AMBA SSADOR, PROFESSIONAL HUNTING GUIDE 
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SOFT COOLERS
YETI-strong coolers prepared for on and offshore adventures.
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IN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL 

Your weekend provisions must get to that perfect post-up  
spot somehow. Hopper® and Daytrip® Soft Coolers are built with  

high-density fabric, which defends against the harshest of what  
nature has to offer. Premium insulation technology promises  

ice-cold drinks from dawn until dusk. 

™

SOFT COOLER  
FAMILY
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HOPPER® SOFT COOLERS  
WITH MAGSHIELD™  ACCESS

HOPPER ® M20
This hands-free cooler comfortably straps on 
like a backpack to keep you mobile, while a 
strip of ultra-strong magnets keeys the cold 
locked in. 

HOLDS: 26 lbs. of ice

HOPPER ® M12
The perfect hands-free refreshment hauler for 
any day trip or side mission. This comfortable 
backpack cooler is built to keep beverages 
cool for long days in the summer sun.

HOLDS: 12 lbs. of ice

HOPPER ® M30
Built for the long haul and can keep ice for 
days. A mighty capacity for weekends on the 
water, at the ranch, or anywhere in between.

HOLDS: 36 lbs. of ice

HOPPER ® M15
A tote cooler perfect for anywhere you  
need your hands free and your drinks cold. 
Tough-as-nails and perfect for solo  
journeys or small group gatherings.

HOLDS: 15 lbs. of ice

$325

$275

$350

$300

18060131336

18060131264

18060131263

18060131337

18060131262

18060131261

18060131272

18050125001

18050125002

18060131273

18060130091

18060130090

PORTABLE, PACKABLE, ANYTHING BUT SOFT.
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WHY THE HOPPER® SOFT COOLER  
WITH MAGSHIELD™  ACCESS IS WORTH IT

HITCHPOINT™ GRID  
Accessorize your soft cooler with the 
flexibility of the HitchPoint™ Grid. Easily 
fasten bottle openers, carabiners, key 
chains, or accessories like the YETI® 
SideKick Dry™ Gear Bag through  
the strapping.

COLDCELL™ INSULATION
Closed-cell foam offers cold-
holding far superior to ordinary 
soft coolers. Feel for yourself.

RF-WELDED SEAM 
CONSTRUCTION 
RF welding creates a 
molecular bond that’s ultra-
durable and waterproof. 

DRYHIDE™ SHELL
High-density fabric is waterproof, 
antimicrobial, and resistant to 
punctures and UV rays. The liner  
is made from an FDA-approved, 
food-grade material. 

KANGAROO POCKET
Phone, keys, wallet, 
or a little bit of hot 
sauce. Easily access 
all your must haves.

MAGSHIELD™ ACCESS
Powerful magnets create an ultra 
leak-resistant shield that stays open 
when you need it and snaps closed 
with a gentle push.
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SOFT COOLERS: BUILT TO BE BY YOUR SIDE 

HOPPER FLIP® FAMILY

HOPPER FLIP® 8
The convenient size and superior insulation 
make it easy to carry your provisions for a  
full day away, all while traveling light.

HOLDS: 10 lbs. of ice

HOPPER FLIP® 12
Grab a friend and go off road, onto the water, 
and back again with this carry-the-day, ultra-
durable cooler built to withstand anything  
that comes its way.

HOLDS: 16 lbs. of ice

HOPPER FLIP® 18
The bigger build suits you and your crew’s 
larger hauls and longer expeditions, and like 
all Hoppers, has a convenient HitchPoint™ 
Grid for tools and accessories.

HOLDS: 24 lbs. of ice

$200

$250

$300

18010130001

18010130003

18010110002

18010130005

18050130002

18050121001
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COLDCELL™ INSULATION
Closed-cell foam offers 
cold-holding far superior 
to ordinary soft coolers. 
Feel for yourself.

HITCHPOINT ™ GRID
Accessorize your Hopper with the flexibility of 
the Hitchpoint Grid. Easily fasten bottle openers, 
carabiners, key chains, or accessories like the YETI® 
SideKick Dry™ Gear Bag through the strapping.

DOUBLE-STITCHED CARRY OPTIONS
With a detachable shoulder strap 
and three different sets of reinforced 
handles, you’ve got options on how to 
make the load easier to carry.

WIDE-MOUTH OPENING
Allows easy access and 
visibility to your contents.

TIE-DOWN POINT
D-ring Tie-Down Points 
give you multiple ways to  
secure the Hopper.

HYDROLOCK™ ZIPPER 
We borrowed materials from survival 
suits and Hazmat protective gear to 
make the ultimate leakproof, airtight 
closure.

RF-WELDED SEAM CONSTRUCTION
RF-welded seams eliminate 
stitching, providing waterproof 
construction and superior durability.

EVA FOAM BOTTOM
The heavy-duty EVA 
Foam Bottom adds 
stability and additional 
abrasion resistance.

WHY THE HOPPER® FLIP  
IS WORTH IT 

DRYHIDE™ SHELL
The Hopper’s high-density fabric 
is waterproof, antimicrobial, and 
resistant to punctures, and UV rays. 
The liner is made from an FDA-
approved food-grade material.

31
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“I NEVER LEAVE HOME WITHOUT  
MY HOPPER SOFT COOLER. IT’S  

THE PERFECT BOAT BAG TO KEEP  
MY FOOD AND DRINKS COLD  

FOR HOURS ON END.”

BLANE CHOCKLETT 
YETI AMBA SSADOR, PROFESSIONAL FLY FISHING 

GUIDE & FLY  T YER
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NAVYCHARCOAL

DAY TRIP® LUNCH BAG
The Daytrip® Lunch Bag takes soggy 
sandwiches and lukewarm drinks off the 
menu so you can pack a meal you’ll actually 
look forward to. It’s perfect to grab for a day 
on the ranch, miles offshore, city commutes, 
and the middle of nowhere.

HOLDS: A sandwich, fruit, soda & chips. Fits 
a Medium YETI Thin ICE.

DAY TRIP® LUNCH BOX
You don’t need to baby this lunch box. It’s 
packed to the gills with insulation power, 
engineered with a water-resistant exterior, 
and a rock-solid form factor holds its own 
when loaded into backpacks and carryalls. 

HOLDS: Hot tacos. A sandwich, fruit, soda & 
chips. Fits a Medium YETI Thin ICE.

$80

$80

18060130014

18060130019

18060131011

18060131008
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WHY THE DAYTRIP® 
LUNCH BAG & BOX ARE WORTH IT

FOLD-AND-GO PACKING
ADJUSTABLE GRID

THERMO SNAP™ CLOSURE

Once dining is done, fold it up, 
hook it closed, and stow it away.

Decide the size of your 
lunch bag by sliding the 
closing hook into one of 
five loops.

Magnetic closure will keep  
your tacos hot or your cold  
cuts, well, cold. 

COLDCELL™ FLEX INSULATION

A lightweight, closed-cell foam flexibly 
folds over while offering superior 
temperature-holding power. 

FOOD SAFE

From fruit to subs — 
it’s all safe to store.

EVA MOLDED BOTTOM

DRENCH DEFENSE

Bottom won’t bust through  
at the first sign of water.

Engineered with a  
water-resistant exterior. 
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YETI® THIN ICE
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FREEZES FASTER. STAYS COLD LONGER. BREAKS NEVER.

YETI® THIN ICE

YETI ® THIN ICE SMALL

YETI ® THIN ICE MEDIUM

YETI ® THIN ICE L ARGE

$13

$18

$25

20140000007

20140000009

20140000008

Ultra-slim and conveniently lightweight, YETI THIN™ ICE is designed to completely 
substitute the need for regular ice inside your YETI® Hopper® Soft Cooler and 

Daytrip® Lunch Bag and Box. Yep, that means you don’t have to sacrifice precious 
cooler space for rogue ice cubes, because that real estate is better spent on bigger 

sandwiches and double the chips. Now available in three sizes.  
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WHY YETI® THIN ICE  
IS WORTH IT

37

YETI® THIN ICE is filled to the brim with 
science, dialed in to the most effective 
temperature to maximize the ice 
retention of YETI® Soft Coolers: -2° C. 

STAYS COLD LONGER
Chills ice and contents faster and 
helps keep your ice colder longer.

IMPACT RESISTANT
Won’t bust or shatter.

FREEZES FASTER
Custom shape helps it freeze faster. 

NO MESSY CLEANUP
No puddles to drain, just toss it back 
in your freezer. 
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YETI THIN ICE® CONFIGURATION
BY SOF T COOLER SIZE

LARGEMEDIUMSMALL

YETI THIN ICE™ SMALL  5.0” x 3.6” x 0.9”

YETI THIN ICE™ MEDIUM  7.3” x 5.0” x 0.9”

YETI THIN ICE™ LARGE  10” x 7.3” 0.9”

HOPPER® M20 BACKPACK HOPPER® M30

DAYTRIP® LUNCH BAG 

DAYTRIP® LUNCH BOX

HOPPER® FLIP 8 HOPPER® FLIP 12 HOPPER® FLIP 18
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DRINKWARE
Ultra-durable drinking vessels hell-bent on keeping you hydrated. 
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OVER-ENGINEERED FOR MA XIMUM INSUL ATION 

The Rambler® line was created with one mission in mind: to make  
tough-as-hell drinking vessels that could keep cold drinks cold  

and hot drinks hot for hours on end. And YETI® didn’t compromise  
one feature along the way.

FAMILY
RAMBLER®
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OVER-THE-NOSE™ 
TECHNOLOGY
Extra-wide opening for 
easy loading, drinking, 
and cleaning.

DOUBLE-WALL
VACUUM INSULATION 
Vacuum insulation is one of the 
best-known insulators, and helps 
ensure cold drinks stay cold and 
hot drinks stay hot.

LOAD-AND-LOCK™ GASKET
Only requires a simple 
quarter-turn to seal the deal. 
Fit varies by size.

CHUG CAP
Leakproof, dishwasher 
safe, and a narrow spout 
for smooth drinkin’.

DISHWASHER SAFE
Because no one needs 
more work to do.

RADIANT BARRIER 
The radiant barrier reduces radiation’s 
impact on your cup or bottle, making 
sure your drinks stay cold.

18/8 STAINLESS STEEL 
We source industrial-strength stainless steel 
because we know our customers are going to put 
our drinkware through the ringer. Its thick-gauge 
construction is built to take on any weather and 
all dents and drops.

WHY RAMBLER® 
DRINKWARE IS WORTH IT
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STRONGHOLD™ LID
Twist-on, twist-off lid backed 
with dual-slider magnet 
technology to keep your coffee 
full and worries away. (As long  
as it’s closed.) 
Only compatible with Rambler ® 
Travel Mugs.

360-DEGREE WELDED HANDLE
360-degree welded handle that 
still leaves room for the mug to 
slide easily into your cupholder. 
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“I’M PRETTY ROUGH ON MY STUFF AND 
I LOVE THAT I DON’T HAVE TO CHANGE 

THAT. RAMBLERS ARE TOUGH, STURDY, 
AND READY FOR MY MISSIONS.”

KIMI WERNER
YETI AMBA SSADOR, SPE ARFISHING CHAMPION
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

RAMBLER® DRINKWARE FAMILY

COLSTER CAN INSUL ATOR
Keeps classic brews and sparkling water 
refreshingly cold on the hottest days. 

HOLDS: Sparkling water, soft drinks, and  
good old-fashioned beer

COLSTER SLIM CAN INSUL ATOR
Hard seltzers stay nice and cold on the beach  
or the boat. 

HOLDS: Icy cold hard seltzers

COLSTER TALL CAN INSUL ATOR
Craft beers stay cold to the last sip at breweries, 
beaches, and backyard BBQs. 

HOLDS: Bigger cans (like craft beers)

$25

$25

$30

18010130001

18010130003

18010130001

18010130003

18010130001

21071501380

18010130001

18010130003

18010130001

18010130003

18010130001

21071501381

18010130001

18010130003

18010130001

18010130003

18010130001

4oz STACK ABLE CUPS
Small but mighty cups lined with our ultra-sturdy 
DuraSip ceramic lining. With a barista-friendly 
design, they fit under most espresso machines and 
nest in cabinets as easily as they pack up for the 
campsite. Comes in a pack of two.   

HOLDS: Single or double espressos on the go  

$30

21071501857

21071501858

21071501859

21071501860

21071502084

21071502531



21071501964

21071501961

21071501960

21071501962

21071501963

21071501966

10oz STACK ABLE LOWBALL
Classic and versatile stackable lowball for your 
camp cocktail and neat bourbon.

HOLDS: Coffee in the morning, cocktails at night

$20
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6oz STACK ABLE MUGS 
Ultra-durable mugs sized for perfect pours. 
Its DuraSlip Ceramic Lining, over-engineered 
firm-grip handle, and stackability make it it 
ideal for camp kitchens and beyond. Comes  
in a pack of two.

HOLDS: A flat white on the deck or a cortado 
at camp

FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

21071501862

21071501863

21071501864

21071501865

21071502085

21071502532

$35

RAMBLER® DRINKWARE FAMILY

10oz STACK ABLE MUG
Stackable and insulated for compact storage 
and hot brews. This mug is loaded with top-to-
bottom insulation to keep your coffee hot from 
the first pour to the last sip. 

HOLDS: 1 fireside coffee or 1 extra-hot cocoa

$25

21071500572

21071500576

21071500574

21071500575

21071500573

21071501385

10oz WINE TUMBLER
Double-wall vacuum insulation means your  
wine will stay at the perfect temp and your hands 
won’t affect its temperature. And dropping it is a 
nonissue, this thing is shatterproof.

HOLDS: Boxed varietals, morning mimosas,  
or red and whites

$25

21071501183

21071500584

21071500586

21071500585

21071501384



20oz STACK ABLE CUP
This versatile vessel pulls its weight around 
the fire. Its over engineered to survive 
extreme adventures and double-wall 
vacuum insulated so your beer is ice cold or 
your coffee is hot from the first sip to the last. 

HOLDS: Brewskies, a keg pour, or breakfast 
cocktails

$30

21071501187

21071500606

21071500604

21071500605

21071500603

21071503885
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14oz STACK ABLE MUG
Strong enough to withstand those off-the-
grid camping adventures and built with a 
full-loop handle so you can have a firm grip 
on whatever you’re sippin’ on. 

HOLDS: 1 large black coffee, 1 stiff bloody 
mary, or 1 bowl of campfire chili 

$30

21071500592

21071500596

21071500594

21071500595

21071500593

21071502922

10oz TUMBLER
Just enough coffee for just about anywhere. 
Savor those day-saving espresso shots 
with a tumbler that is primed for the job and 
insulated to keep the steam on your caffeine.

HOLDS: Espresso shots, swigs of tea, or just 
enough juice

$20

21071501166

21071015003

21071015004

21071015002

21071015001

21071501389

FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

RAMBLER® DRINKWARE FAMILY

20oz TUMBLER
Protects your drink no matter how long or 
rugged the road is. Even better, you can toss  
it in the dishwasher when you get home. 

HOLDS: 1 venti coffee, bomber of beer, or 
Arnold Palmers

$35

21070060020

21070060025

21070060029

21070060016

21070060018

21071501390
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

21071501804

21071501801

21071501802

21071501803

21071501800

21071501894

20oz TR AVEL MUG
Introducing the first YETI® Drinkware to have a 
leak-resistant Rambler® Stronghold™ Lid and a 
cup-holder friendly handle. This leak-resistant, 
twist-on upgrade is backed with dual-slider 
magnet technology that adds a strong layer 
between your free-flowing drink and the 
outside world.

HOLDS: Caffeine kicks or pipin’ hot anything

$38

21071501169

21071501346

21070060047

21070060048

21070060046

21071501392

25oz STR AW MUG
A cup holder friendly mug with a wide straw 
that handles everything — perfect for off-road 
cruising, hydrating through long hours on deck, 
and all-day iced caffeine kicks.

HOLDS: Everything from smoothies to all-day 
iced coffee, just don't pair hot beverages with 
the Straw Lid

$38

RAMBLER® DRINKWARE FAMILY

30oz TUMBLER
Your drink of choice on the go. The tumbler 
that gets you through the day. Your morning 
brew will stay hot or your iced coffee will stay 
cold - so take your time. 

HOLDS: Iced coffee, sweet tea, lemonade, 
water, you name it, you’re set

$38

21070070021

21070070019

21070070027

21070070017

21070070024

21071501391

30oz STACK ABLE CUP
A big cup for big swigs. It’s sized perfectly 
for Texas-sized teas, large gulps of H20, XL 
smoothies, fewer refills, and keeping your 
drink the right temp. 

HOLDS: Texas-sized teas, large gulps of H20, 
XL smoothies, or fewer refills

21071500642

21071500643

21071500645

21071500646

21071500644

21071503893

$25
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

21071501170

21071501347

21071500731

21071500733

21071500732

21071501393

21071501815

21071501812

21071501813

21071501814

21071501811

21071501895

21071502860

21071502783

21071502859

21071502790

21071502784

30oz TR AVEL MUG
Bring on the potholes, quick turns, and 
backcountry roads because this behemoth 
travel mug holds enough caffeine for even the 
biggest coffee drinkers. 

HOLDS: Enough caffeine for even the biggest 
coffee drinkers

35oz STR AW MUG
An oversized cup holder friendly mug that 
comes with the last straw you'll ever need, say 
goodbye to single-use plastic straws.

HOLDS: Icy agua frescas, colossal cold brews, 
and massive mocktails

42oz STR AW MUG
Meet your cupholder co-pilot for long trips. 
Our biggest straw mug ever, made for sips 
that don’t stop on days that don’t. With our 
fan-favorite Straw Lid, you can kiss single-use 
straws goodbye. 

HOLDS: Ice cold water around the clock or 
post-workout protein shakes. 

$42

$42

$45

RAMBLER® DRINKWARE FAMILY
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

21071050003

21071050009

21071050010

21071050004

21071050006

21071501398

12oz BOT TLE WITH HOTSHOT™ CAP
This leakproof bottle-and-cap combo lives up to 
its name by locking in piping-hot temperatures. 
For added convenience, we built in a 360-degree 
drinking experience. Which means with just a half 
twist and a click, you can sip from any side.

HOLDS: 1 coffee to go or 2 hot toddies

$25

R AMBLER® JR. 12oz KIDS BOT TLE
YETI® kids need a bottle that can keep up  
with their adventures. And just like you, they 
deserve ice cold refreshment. The Rambler® 
Jr. 12 oz. Bottle. It’s insulated, durable, and of 
course, dishwasher safe. Color-coordinated 
flip-top lid included.

HOLDS: Icy ice water and refreshing sips

$25

21071500110

21071500109

21071500020

21071500018

21071500019

21071502324

RAMBLER® BOTTLE FAMILY

18oz BOT TLE WITH CHUG CAP
A morning’s worth of water that’s easy to grip 
on the trail, in the kayak, or on your next flight. 

HOLDS: Extra-tall hot tea or cold chugs of H2O

$30

21071060017

21071060020

21071060021

21071060019

21071060018

21071501394
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

21071501172

21071501349

21071500738

21071500740

21071500739

21071501399

18oz BOT TLE WITH HOTSHOT™ CAP
100% leakproof for bumpy commutes and off-
roading excursions. Fits in most cup holders.

HOLDS: Enough caffeine for your double-shift

$30

18oz BOT TLE WITH STR AW CAP
A quick-hit of H2O, now configured with the 
leak-resistant Straw Cap for quick "flip-and-
sip" hydration.

HOLDS: H2O to get you through your workout

$30

tbd

tbd

tbd

tbd

tbd

21071502326

RAMBLER® BOTTLE FAMILY

26oz BOT TLE WITH CHUG CAP
Just the right size for when you won’t be off the 
grid too long, but still want a drink handy. The 
go-to bottle for an afternoon adventure.

HOLDS: Hours of hydration or enough whiskey

$40

21071200017

21071200020

21071200021

21071200019

21071200018

21071501395
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

RAMBLER® BOTTLE FAMILY

26oz BOT TLE WITH STR AW CAP
The familiar 26oz Bottle now configured  
with the leak-resistant Straw Cap, perfect for 
consumers looking for "quick flip" easy access 
to hydration with every sip. 

HOLDS: Icy H2O

36oz BOT TLE WITH CHUG CAP
A bigger bottle for refueling in remote 
destinations, like float planes, swimming 
holes, and long days in the blind. 

HOLDS: A sizable water supply or XXXL coffee

$40

$50

21071501826

21071501823

21071501824

21071501825

21071501822

21071503996

21071070013

21071070016

21071070017

21071070015

21071070014

21071501396
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

RAMBLER® BOTTLE FAMILY

46oz BOT TLE WITH CHUG CAP
Big enough to haul hefty amounts of H2O  
but sized just right to make carrying a breeze. 
Built-in vacuum insulation provides subzero 
sipping in the hottest environments, plus, it 
comes with our legendary Chug Cap so you  
can enjoy smooth-flow sipping and  
no-leak storage.

HOLDS: Hefty amounts of H2O for the entire 
road trip

64oz BOT TLE WITH CHUG CAP
Let the adventure last longer, even when 
you’re sweating a little extra. Topped with the 
smooth-sippin’ Chug Cap, one easy twist is all 
it takes to get all 64 ounces of icy water down 
the hatch.

HOLDS: A days-worth of icy water or enough 
coffee to go around

$55

$65

21071501176

21071501348

21071210004

21071210001

21071210003

21071501397

21071501177

21071080010

21071080009

21071080008

21071501400
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FIND THE RAMBLER® THAT’S JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

RAMBLER® BOTTLE FAMILY

HALF GALLON JUG
Quenches the thirst of your whole crew. 
Essential for big games and long adventures 
far from refills.

HOLDS: A hell of a lot of water, a weekend of 
refills, or 8 cups of coffee for the crew

$100

21070140004

21070140015

21070140014

21071501401

21070140001

21070140010

21070140009

21071501402

ONE GALLON JUG
The biggest Rambler of them all. The robust 
carrying handle keeps it a comfortable haul.

HOLDS: 16 hot cups of joe, bulk water supply, or 
tons of electrolytes

$130
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BARWARE
Your next outdoor happy hour just got a little more wild.
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BREAK OUT THE STRONG STUFF
RAMBLER™  BARWARE

20oz COCK TAIL SHAKER
A leak-resistant cocktail shaker that’s as durable as it is 
portable. Stainless steel, double-wall insulation, and No 
Sweat Designs keep your drinks consistent and cold from 
the first pour to the last. 

HOLDS: An ice cold whiskey sour or spicy margarita  
on the rocks. 

WINE CHILLER
Designed for wine nights in the wild, this cold-holding 
wine chiller is durable enough to withstand any condition. 
Just drop in a cold bottle to lock in the perfect sipping temp 
for hours.

HOLDS: Most wine, bubbly, and bomber bottles. 

BEVER AGE BUCKET
A hefty happy hour bucket built for wild get togethers.

HOLDS: 6+ cans with the lid or 3+ bottles with no lid

$60

$70

$150

21071501982

21071501983

21071502534

21071502395

21071502396

21071502913

21071501555

21071501556

21071502530
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DOUBLE-WALL VACUUM  
INSULATION 
One of the best-known 
insulators, and helps ensure 
cold drinks stay cold.

SEAMLESS BOTTOM  
CONSTRUCTION 
With DuraCoat™ color all the 
way through.

REINFORCED HONEYCOMB  
PRESS FIT LID 
With dual tabs to prevent lid 
from falling into the vessel.

WHY RAMBLER® 
BARWARE IS WORTH IT

RUBBER FOOT
Provides a soft landing and 
prevents sliding.

ROTATING HANDLE
With comfortable transportation.

STEP ON SIDE
Allows for stacking.
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YONDER® BOTTLE
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BPA-FREE BOTTLE WITH  
50% RECYCLED CONTENT 
For a bottle that's durable, safe, 
and doing its part towards YETI 
sustainability goals.

TRIPLE HAUL HANDLE
Comfortable with three 
fingers, always accessible, 
and easily control bottle 
with handle.

DISHWASHER SAFE
Because no one needs 
more work to do.

WHY YONDER® 
BOTTLE IS WORTH IT
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100% LEAKPROOF
Carry it with confidence.

SLICE ALONG SIDE OF BOTTLE 
Improves grip and adds an 
alignment feature.
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“THE SHAPE AND LAYOUT IS  
PERFECT AND SETS THE FEEL  

OF THE BOTTLE APART.”

JIMMY CHIN
YETI AMBA SSADOR, OUTDOOR
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EASY TO TAKE, HARD TO BREAK

YONDER™  BOTTLE FAMILY

750mL / 25oz WATER BOT TLE
The ultra-light and durable smaller plastic 
water bottle is ideal for day hikes and  
packing light.

HOLDS: Essential hydration further and higher

600mL / 20oz WATER BOT TLE
This ultra-light and smallest plastic  
water bottle is perfect for short hikes  
and everyday use. 

HOLDS: Hydration for short hikes and  
everyday adventures.

1L / 34oz WATER BOT TLE
The larger plastic water bottle is light  
and durable enough to carry you deep into  
the backcountry.

HOLDS: H2O from basecamp to summit

1.5L / 50oz WATER BOT TLE
The largest plastic water bottle is ideal for 
bringing a day’s worth of water while keeping 
your pack light.

HOLDS: Your most crucial resource  
at new heights

$25

$22

$28

$30

21071220000

21071220003

21071220001

21071220002

21071502949

21071501947

21071501948

21071501949

21071501950

21071502948

21071220005

21071220008

21071220006

21071220007

21071502950

21071501943

21071501944

21071501945

21071501946

21071502951
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DRINKWARE  
ACCESSORIES
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RAMBLER® MAGSLIDER™  
COLOR PACK
$9 | 21071500449

These pop-on, pop-off magnets are 
dishwasher-safe and pair perfectly with 
our MagSlider lid, so you can add a bright 
detail to any Rambler Tumbler or Mug 
with one easy switch.

RAMBLER® STRONGHOLD™ LID
$13 | 21070060056
$13 | 21070070004

The lid twists on securely and uses  
dual-slider magnet technology to help 
keep leaks and splashes contained. To 
sip, simply push the magnet down and 
slide. When you’re done, slide it forward. 
Only compatible with the Rambler® 20 oz. 
and 30 oz. Travel Mugs. Dishwasher safe. 

OUTFIT YOUR DRINKWARE WITH LIDS 
BUILT FOR EVERY ADVENTURE.

RAMBLER® DRINKWARE ACCESSORIES

RAMBLER® TUMBLER STRAW LID
$10 | 21070060007
$10 | 21070070007

Rambler® Straw Lids are built to last 
and have a molded-in stopper that 
holds your straw safely in place. 
Available in 20 oz. and 30 oz. sizes, 
and compatible with all Rambler® 
Tumblers. Dishwasher safe.

RAMBLER® MAGSLIDER™ LID
$10 | 21070060010
$10 | 21070070011

The MagSlider™ Lid harnesses 
magnetic power for smooth 
opening and closing. And it has a 
crystal-clear lid so you can easily 
see if you’re in need of a top-off. 
Dishwasher safe. Comes standard 
with all Tumblers.
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RAMBLER® BOTTLE HOTSHOT™ CAP
$13 | 21070100004

This innovative and insulated 100% 
leakproof cap lives up to its name by 
locking in piping-hot temperatures. 
For added convenience, we built in 
a 360-degree drinking experience. 
Which means with just a half twist 
and a click, you can sip from any side.

RAMBLER® BOTTLE MAGDOCK™ CAP
$13 | 21071300216

This hydration innovation marries our 
chug-style cap with the simplicity, 
function, and power of magnets for a 
100% leakproof, on-the-go solution. 
It’s designed with a magnet docking 
station so you never lose your cap 
when you’re downing your H20. 

RAMBLER® BOTTLE CUP CAP
$30 | 21070100006

Save some space by transforming 
your Rambler Bottles with our heat-
locking, two-in-one companion — the 
Cup Cap. Not only is it compatible 
with every Rambler® Bottle, but it 
also offers twice the functionality. As 
an insulated cap, it helps keep your 
drinks at the perfect temp. And when 
you twist it off, you’ve got an instant, 
insulated cup.

RAMBLER® BOTTLE ACCESSORIES
OUTFIT YOUR BOTTLE WITH CAPS, SLINGS, AND MOUNTS 

BUILT FOR EVERY ADVENTURE.

RAMBLER® BOTTLE CHUG CAP
$13 | 21070100005

Our tried-and-true Rambler® Bottle 
now comes standard with a YETI® 
Nation favorite — the Chug Cap. This 
two-part powerhouse is topped with 
a TripleHaul™ Handle for grab-and-go 
ease and anchored with an incredibly 
strong, clear spout so you’re always 
aware when a top off is needed.

RAMBLER® BOTTLE STRAW CAP
$13 | 21070160004

Sipping on your Rambler® just got 
easier. All you have to do is flip it 
open, take a sip, and close it tight  
to stay moving. It’s leak-resistant, 
easy to carry (thanks to the 
TripleHaul™ Handle), and has a wide 
straw opening so you get more drink 
with every sip. Dishwasher safe.
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RAMBLER® BOTTLE SLING
$35 | 18060130024

$40 | 18060130025

Meet your hands-free solution to on-
hand hydration — The Rambler™ Bottle 
Sling. Sling it over your shoulder or 
mount it to your YETI® Soft Cooler. 
Either way, your hands will be free 
for fetch or sandwich eatin’. The 
small fits the 18 oz. Rambler® Bottle, 
and the Large fits the 26 or 36 oz. 
Rambler® Bottles.

RAMBLER® BOTTLE ACCESSORIES
OUTFIT YOUR BOTTLE WITH CAPS, SLINGS, AND MOUNTS 

BUILT FOR EVERY ADVENTURE.

RAMBLER® JUG MOUNT
$40 | 21070170001
$40 | 21070180001

Crafted from rugged polypropylene, 
the Rambler® Jug Mount can be 
fastened to your work truck, ATV, 
boat, or trailer. It’s the only water jug 
mount designed specifically for the 
Rambler® Jugs. Dishwasher safe.
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YETI™ ICE SCOOP
$50 | 21180000003

Made of heavy-duty stainless steel, 
the YETI Scoop is built to wrangle, 
pick up, and break apart unrily ice. 
It won’t break no matter how many 
times you give stubborn ice  
a good thwack. 

RAMBLER™  BARWARE ACCESSORIES
TAKE THE BAR WHERE YOU ARE. 
BUILT FOR EVERY ADVENTURE. 

RAMBLER™ COCKTAIL SHAKER LID
$25 | 21071501989

A lid that takes the bar where you are. 
Turn your Rambler Drinkware into 
a cocktail shaker with this stainless 
steel, leak-resistant shaker lid that’s 
as durable as it is portable. 
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YONDER™ TETHER CAP
$10 | 21070100011

Whether you’re backpacking, 
climbing, or just out in the sun,  
the Yonder Tether Cap will keep  
you hydrated and your bottle 
secure. The ultra-durable screw 
cap and tether mean you have  
less to lose and more to drink.

YONDER™  BOTTLE ACCESSORIES
OUTFIT YOUR BOTTLE WITH LIDS.

BUILT FOR EVERY ADVENTURE.

YONDER™ STRAW CAP
$13 | 21070100013

This cap provides controlled drinking 
and quick access to hit your hydration 
goals. The wide straw quenches 
maximum thirst so even the shortest 
sips get the job done.
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BAGS
Brave the great outdoors with the most reliable gear bags out there.
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CAMINO®   
CARRYALL BAG

THE FILL-IT-UP, SPR AY-IT-DOWN,  
HAUL-IT-ANY WHERE BAG 

The Camino® Carryall is available in two sizes, both featuring  
deployable dividers and two interior zippered pockets. Made from  
the same waterproof, ultra-durable, and easy-to-clean material  
as the Panga® Duffel, this tote bag is tough inside and out. Keeps  

sandy wetsuits or muddy boots contained, protects gear from  
puddles, and provides a tough barrier against climbing  

equipment or your trusty grill set.
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WHY THE CAMINO®  
CARRYALL IS WORTH IT

EASY TO HAUL

BIG MOUTH OPENING

HITCHPOINT™ GRID

EASY TO CLEAN

SECRET RAMBLER® 
SLEEVES

QUICKSTASH™ POCKETS

By shoulder or CrossBar Handle.

All gear, always accessible.

Easily fasten bottle openers, 
carabiners, key  chains, or 
accessories like the YETI® SideKick 
 Dry™ through the strapping.

Made for messes. 
Hose it down. Wipe it out.

Retractable sleeves 
house your favorite 
Rambler® Bottle.

Keep your phone, wallet, 
or critical candy stash 
safe and sound.

EVA MOLDED BOTTOM
Provides a sturdy and waterproof landing pad.

THICKSKIN™ SHELL
Made of high-density nylon 
and thick TPU lamination  to be 
puncture- and abrasion-resistant.
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STORM GRAY NAVY

CAMINO® CARRYALL 20
Designed for everyday carry, this bag is the 
go-to bag for all of life’s small adventures.

HOLDS: Gym clothes, muddy boots, or  
a grill set

CAMINO® CARRYALL 35
Spacious, puncture-resistant, waterproof 
— the answer to carrying heavy gear, sharp 
tools, and a day’s worth of supplies. 

HOLDS: Soaking wetsuits, sandy towels, or a 
load of groceries

$130

$150

26010000137

26010000136

26010000188

26010000189
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“THE CAMINO HAS SURPRISED ME 
THE MOST. I FIND MYSELF LOADING 

UP EVERYTHING FROM SNACKS 
AND CLIMBING GEAR TO BEACH DAY 

SUPPLIES AND SKI GEAR IN IT.”

CODY TOWNSEND
YETI AMBA SSADOR, PROFESSIONAL SKIER
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PANGA®

ENGINEERED TO OUTPERFORM 

Panga® Dry Bags leave ordinary bags in the mud. These YETI® bags 
are 100% waterproof, nearly impenetrable, and game for float trips, 

rodeos, and everything in between. So go ahead and drag it on the  
dock, haul it on the boat, or chuck it overboard — YETI® did, and  

the bag lived to tell the tale.
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U-DOCK™

The terminal end of your 
HydroLok™ Zipper that 
ensures a completely 
airtight seal.

STOWAWAY MESH POCKETS
Two easy-to-access mesh 
pockets keep your valuables 
safely tucked away.

HYDROLOK™ ZIPPER
Makes sure water stays 
out so your gear stays 
bone-dry, no matter how 
torrential it gets.

METALLOCK™ HARDWARE
This hardware can take  
on smacks and whacks 
without breaking.

EVA MOLDED BOTTOM
EVA Molded Bottom provides a 
sturdy and waterproof landing 
pad for the Panga®.

QUICKGRAB™  
LASH POINTS
Designed for when you 
need to get up and go at 
a moment’s notice.

DRYHAUL™ STRAPS
In the hands or on the 
back, they’re as durable as 
they are comfortable.

THICKSKIN™ SHELL
Made of high-density 
nylon and thick TPU 
lamination to be puncture- 
and abrasion-resistant.

WHY THE PANGA® 
IS WORTH IT

72
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PANGA® FAMILY
THE 100% WATERPROOF GEAR FORTRESS

PANGA ® BACKPACK 28
Meet the waterproof gear fortress that gives 
you every reason to fly fish, canoe, or kayak 
in far-flung corners of the wild — the Panga 
Backpack — the durability of the Panga® Duffel 
with a tried-and-true backpack design.

DIMENSIONS: 28L | 12 ½” x 7” × 20” |  
3.9 lbs. (empty)

$300

26010000003

26010000211

PANGA ® 50 DUFFEL DRY BAG
This fully waterproof duffel stands up to getting 
dunked and dragged while remaining 100% dry 
on the inside. It’s also carry-on compatible for 
most airlines. 

DIMENSIONS: 50L | 10” x 14” × 23 ½” |  
5.2 lbs. (empty)

$300

18060110000

18060130098

18060130000

18060130100

PANGA ® 75 DUFFEL DRY BAG
Whether the kayak flipped or you trusted the 
wrong place to offload your gear, neither puddle 
nor wall of water will penetrate the sides, seams, 
or HydroLok Zipper.

DIMENSIONS: 75L | 11” x 15 ½” × 28” |  
6.1 lbs. (empty)

$350

18060120000

18060130099

PANGA ® 100 DUFFEL DRY BAG
Our largest, absolutely waterproof duffel is 
designed to fit anything you need because 
anything you pack on a multi-night trek is an 
essential. Plus, with two interior Stowaway 
Mesh Pockets, your keys, spare matches, and 
emergency flask can be found ASAP.

DIMENSIONS: 100L | 12” x 17” × 32 ½” |  
6.8 lbs. (empty)

$400
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“I’VE USED EVERY DIFFERENT 
TYPE OF DRY BAG OUT THERE AND 
NOTHING COMES CLOSE TO BEING 
BUILT AS DURABLE AS A PANGA.”

KEN HOEVE
YETI AMBA SSADOR, PROFESSIONAL K AYAKER
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DRYHIDE SHELL
Similar materials 
and construction as 
high-performance 
whitewater rafts.

HYDROSHIELD™ CLOSURE
Uses powerful magnets to create 
a waterproof seal to keep your 
valuables dry at all times.

RF-WELDED SEAMS
Means there’s no way in for 
any rogue wetness.

SIDEKICK DRY ®

PROMISES TO KEEP YOUR VALUABLES
SAFE, DRY, AND PROTECTED.

INTERIOR MESH POCKETS
Makes staying organized 
even easier.

SIDEKICK DRY ®

The SideKick® Dry is the worry-free way to carry your valuables in the wild. 
It’s a small but mighty gear bag, constructed with a powerfully magnetic 
HydroShield™ Closure, RF-welded seams, and an extra-strong hook-and-
loop seal that defend against any sign of wetness. Designed to use on its 
own or secured to the Camino® Carryall Bag or any Hopper® Soft Cooler.

HOLDS: Keys, Wallets, Fishing license, or Sunglasses

OUT OF STOCK

18060130018

18050125050
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“THE SIDEKICK DRY PACKS A BIG 
PUNCH. I HAVE THE EASE OF MIND 

THAT EVERYTHING IS SAFE AND 
SOUND ONCE I’VE CLOSED IT.”

JAKO LUCAS
YETI AMBA SSADOR, PROFESSIONAL FLY FISHING GUIDE
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CARGO
A helping hand for heavy lifting.
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LOADOUT®

GOBOX FAMILY

THE CARGO BOX THAT KNOWS NO BOUNDS 

Having the gear you need right when you need it — that’s 
a good feeling. And peace of mind that they’re supremely 

protected in a weatherproof, waterproof vault? Well that’s a 
damn good feeling. Check that convenience off — day in and 
day out  — with the hyper-organized stackable, and nearly-
indestructible LoadOut® GoBox Family. Now in three sizes.
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WHY THE LOADOUT GOBOX® 
IS WORTH IT
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ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

EASYFIND™ DESIGN

WILDPROOF™ DESIGN

100% WATERPROOF

MULTIMISSION™ SYSTEM

Portable build and versatile 
gear configurations  frees you 
to pack this up for any pursuit.

1. PACK ATTIC™

Three accessible 
compartments in  
one deployable bag. 

*not included/compatible  
with GoBox® 15

3. CADDY
From duck calls to fly 
boxes, dog treats to 
boat keys, this keeps 
you organized. No more 
rummaging around.

2. DIVIDER
Splits one big 
compartment into two. 
Easily removed when  
you need to load up the 
big stuff.

*not included/compatible  
with GoBox® 15

Wide design and versatile 
compartments keep  gear and tools 
in their places and still accessible.

Waterproof and dustproof to 
keep gear inside protected from 
unwanted wilderness.

GORE™ Vent allows for air flow  
when the pressure changes,  
and still prevents water from 
passing through.

DEFENDER MATERIAL

We can’t legally say it’s 
unbreakable – but this 
cargo box can withstand 
serious impact, even 
in the most extreme 
conditions.
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LOADOUT® GOBOX FAMILY
WHAT GOES HERE GOES ANYWHERE

LOADOUT ® GOBOX 15
The compact LoadOut® GoBox 15 protects 
everything you can't afford to risk to the elements 
or disorder. Designed to fit in smaller spaces and 
equipped with a flip-up Grab and Go handle, it's 
the cargo box you can take to the blind, haul onto 
the skiff, or throw in the back seat.  
Note: This is not a cooler. 

LOADOUT ® GOBOX 30
It’s waterproof, dustproof, stackable, and will 
keep your equipment safe until you need to get 
up and go. Built to be nearly indestructible, the 
ultra-portable gearbox can endure seasons 
in the sun, negative temps in the field, and the 
daily abuse of being lugged in and out of the 
truck, the boat, and the blind.  
Note: This is not a cooler. 

LOADOUT ® GOBOX 60
The LoadOut® GoBox 60 holds everything and 
the kitchen sink. When there's gear you can't 
afford to be without, this is the personal gear 
locker you bring.  
Note: This is not a cooler. 

$125

$250

$300

26010000197

26010000195

26010000196

26010000217

26010000026

26010000019

26010000030

26010000218

26010000150

26010000148

26010000149

26010000216
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“WHETHER I HAVE MY GOBOX ON 
MY TRUCK, BOAT, OR ON SOME 

CRAZY ADVENTURE IN A FAR-OFF 
COUNTRY, I KNOW MY GEAR IS 

ORGANIZED. AND MOST IMPORTANT 
OF ALL, WELL PROTECTED.”

JAKO LUCAS
YETI AMBA SSADOR, PROFESSIONAL FLY FISHING GUIDE
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LOADOUT®

5-GALLON BUCKET

BUILT TO WORK HARD 

Buckets have been overlooked for far too long. They’re the unsung  
hero of hard work, lugging feed on ranches and washing down boats  

for centuries on end. Inspired by their longevity, YETI® took this 
versatile and age-old tool and backed it with a nearly indestructible 
design and a comfortable YETI®-strong handle to create the world’s  

first 5-gallon, food-safe, easy-haulin’ bucket.
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LIPGRIP HANDLE
Makes carrying your catch 
seem like less of a chore.

SURESTRONG™ BUILD
This workhorse is high-
impact-resistant and  
virtually indestructible.

BEARFOOT
NON-SLIP RING
No slipping, no sliding, 
 and it’s non-marking.

FOOD SAFE
Brine the turkey or get the 
homebrew going.

ANCHORPOINT 
TIE-DOWN SLOTS
Secure your bucket to  
the back of your ATV,  
truck, or boat to keep it  
snug and secure.

HEFTYHAULER™ HANDLE
Designed for easy hauling 
and comfortable carrying.

WHY THE LOADOUT® BUCKET  
IS WORTH IT

83
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PICK THE COLOR THAT CALLS TO YOU

CHARCOAL SEAFOAM DESERT TAN WHITE RESCUE 
RED

LOADOUT® BUCKET
WE DON’T MAKE BUCKETS LIKE THEY USED TO

LOADOUT ® BUCKET
This 5-gallon workhorse is made from high-
density polyethylene, which means it’s YETI® 
tough and ready for bait, campsite kindling, 
spent shells, or the innards from a future 
dinner. Note: This is not a cooler. 

HOLDS: 5 Gallons of feed, 5 Gallons of 
compost, or 5 Gallons of whatever you want

$40

26010000012

26010000013

26010000006

26010000010

26010000224
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“THE LOADOUT 5-GALLON 
BUCKET IS UNDERRATED. 

IT HAS SO MANY USES AND 
AWESOME ACCESSORIES  

FOR EVERYDAY WORK  
AND ACTIVITIES.”

LUKE BRANQUINHO
YETI AMBA SSADOR, CHAMPION STEERWRESTLER
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LOADOUT® UTILITY GEAR BELT
$40 | 23040000019

The Utility Gear Belt is simple to attach and built 
to last. The QuadPocket™ Design fits tools, shells, 
tackle, or most anything else you need to stash. 
And the HitchPoint™ Grid webbing fits any MOLLE™ 
accessory. Simply put, it’s the perfect accessory to 
keep you outfitted for whatever task you’re tackling.

LOADOUT® CADDY
$20 | 23040000017

The LoadOut® Bucket Tray Caddy has a built-in 
Grab-and-go Handle that fully retracts for quick 
storage and is easy to grip. With three large 
compartments, you can see what you’re storing. 
And it’s built of resilient polymer to prevent any 
cracks or breaks.

LOADOUT® ACCESSORIES

LOADOUT® LID
$30 | 23040000020

The LoadOut® Lid is transparent, easy to remove, 
and strong enough to handle the hazards of the 
wild. The HeftyHex™ Construction makes for a 
durable framework that resists cracking in extreme 
heat and cold, not to mention, it can withstand up to 
300 lbs. of pressure. Plus, the four-finger release 
tab and DryGlide™ Gasket go on quick and come off 
just as easily.

LOADOUT LID TECHNOLOGY

CLEAR TRITAN LID
Keep an eye on whatever you’re storing.

HEX SUPPORT
Hex-patterns create a durable substructure 
that can resist tension and stress.

FOUR-FINGER RELEASE TAB
Just takes four fingers to get your lid off.

WATER TIGHT
Nothing’s getting in.

PRESSURE RELEASE VALVE
When temperatures heat up, pressure doesn’t.

THESE ADD-ONS ENSURE YOUR
LOADOUT BUCKET WORKS EVEN HARDER
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MORE GEAR
Over-engineered for you (and your dog’s) adventures
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YOUR
FRONT ROW SEAT

TO THE
WILD

CAMP CHAIR
TRAILHEAD®

LEGENDARY DUR ABILIT Y BACKED WITH 
HARDCORE COMFORT 

Instead of waiting around for the best camp chair, YETI® built one 
themselves. This fireside, tailgating, concert-going mainstay is 

designed down to a science for unrivaled durability, hardcore  
comfort, and hands-free portability.
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WHY THE TRAILHEAD® 
CAMP CHAIR IS WORTH IT
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CARRY BAG INCLUDEDGROUNDGRIP™ FEET 

LOCKDOWN™ COMFORT 

Color-coded tensioners on the back 
and arms of the chair lock into place 
to optimize the strength, stretch, and 
comfort of the fabric.

CUP HOLDER INCLUDED 

Dock your drink on the right 
or left side without giving 
up armrest space. Fits our 
Colster® Can Insulator, 10 oz. 
Lowball and Wine Tumbler, the 
Stackable Pint, 20 and 30 oz. 
Tumblers, and the 12, 18, and 
26 oz. Bottles.

A strong two-strap carry bag you 
can sling over your shoulder or wear 
as a backpack. 

Extra-wide for peak stability  
and ultra-strong to stand up  
to any terrain.

FLEXGRID™ FABRIC 

Conforms to your natural curvature, 
eliminates pressure points, and 
supports up to 350 lbs. of weight.

PACKAWAY FRAME 

The lightweight geometry 
of this crossover frame 
makes it easy to pack 
and go.
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THE-ONE-OF-A-KIND, ALL-TERR AIN,  
ULTR A-COMFORTABLE OUTDOOR BL ANKET 

Equal parts durable, plush, and spacious, the Lowlands® Blanket 
transforms every outdoor concert, tailgate, or backcountry post-up 
spot into your personal base camp. Everything from the waterproof 

utility layer to the supremely soft, insulated interior were meticulously 
engineered to create the ultimate, all-terrain, ultra-comfortable 

outdoor blanket. Plus, a water-resistant carry bag comes included.

BLANKET
LOWLANDS®
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MACHINE WASH & DRY

Throw it in with other like 
laundry. End of story.

DOUBLEDUTY™ COMFORT

Durable and waterproof on the 
outside, padded and insulated on 
the inside.

PET PROTECTED

Supremely soft and easily 
shakes off pet hair.

HYDROBARRIER™

The waterproof layer 
is unfazed by wet 
ground of any kind.

WHY THE LOWLANDS® 
BLANKET IS WORTH IT
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BOOMER 
8-CUP 

BOOMER 
4-CUP 

DOG BOWL
BOOMER®

OVER-BUILT FOR YOUR BEST FRIEND 

Boomer is a dog bowl designed to be as dependable and 
down for adventure as your best friend. It’s ultra-durable, 
easy to clean, and won’t slip and slide across the floor — no 

matter how enthusiastically your canine chows down.
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WHY THE BOOMER® 
DOG BOWL IS WORTH IT

FOOD SAFE

DISHWASHER SAFE

Because you already clean 
up after them enough.

18/8 STAINLESS STEEL

Puncture resistant, rust resistant, and 
tough enough to handle dinner time.

Perfect for kibble, water, 
and prime cuts, too.

BPA - FREE

Keep your dog healthy and 
well fed with peace of mind.

BEARFOOT™ NON-SLIP RING

Won’t budge — no matter how 
enthusiastically they eat or drink.

DURACOAT™ COLOR

Built to last. No peeling, 
or cracking here.
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GEAR
A TOUCH OF HOME IN THE WILD

TR AILHE AD ® CAMP CHAIR
Once you’ve conquered a killer trail, you’ve 
earned an even better break. Bring this 
folding quad chair to the beach, the trail, or to 
that epic vista.

FOR: The beach, Trails, or To epic Vistas 
12oz cans

$300

26010000043

26010000042

LOWL ANDS ® BL ANKET
Everything from the waterproof utility layer 
to the supremely soft, insulated interior was 
meticulously engineered to create a one-of-
a-kind, all-terrain, ultra-comfortable blanket. 
And your dog will love it, too.

FOR: Outdoor ventures or Sandy beaches

$200

26010000021

26010000022

21071500000

21071500002

21071499998

21071500003

21071501370         

BOOMER™ 4
Keeps smaller pups fed and hydrated whether 
at home-base or basecamp. This four-cup bowl 
is built for the smaller adventure companions 
who still require the same rugged durability and 
smart, non-slip design. 

HOLDS: 4 cups of kibble or water

$40

21071500010

21071500011

21071499971

21071500013

21071501369

BOOMER™ 8
The dent-resistant extra strong dog bowl made 
for holding up to eight cups of kibble or water 
for your furry best friend.

HOLDS: 8 cups of kibble or water

$50
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TARPON BEVERAGE ENTRY TOOL
$10 | 21100000001

With a twist-off wrench, church 
key, and can tab opener, it may 
replace your favorite multitool. 
Made of forged stainless steel.

BOTTLE KEY OPENER
$10 | 20110010019

The YETI® Bottle Key is the ultimate 
wrench for opening your frosty 
beverage. Designed as a Class 2 
Lever, a mechanical advantage is 
achieved by applying force about 
the fulcrum for easy cap removal 
(Physics 101). Stamped from 1/8” 
stainless steel.

WALL MOUNT BOTTLE OPENER
$20 | 20110010020

The bottle opener mounts directly 
to your Tundra® Hard Cooler but is 
just as easily at home on your dock, 
in your kitchen, or out by the grill. 
Its rugged design, made of cast 
stainless steel, provides premium 
durability and makes opening 
bottles easy. 

BOTTLE OPENERS

MOLLE™ BOTTLE OPENER
$10 | 21180000001

Because the middle-of nowhere still 
requires an open, ice-cold beer. Easily 
attaches to Camino® and Hopper® 
HitchPoint™ Grids.

MOLLE™ ZINGER
$30 | 21110000004

An easy way to keep your 
flashlight, clippers, and multi-
tools all within easy reach. Plus, 
the YETI® Bottle Key comes 
included. Easily attaches to 
Camino® and Hopper®  
HitchPoint™ Grids. 
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INFORMATION
WARRANTY
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WE’RE DEDICATED TO MAKING SOME OF THE MOST 
DURABLE OUTDOOR PRODUCTS ON THE PLANET. BUT 
SOMETIMES THE UNEXPECTED HAPPENS.
As a reminder, as required by the Magnuson-Moss 
Warranty Act, the YETI® Product Warranty below should 
be made available for consumers to review. If a consumer 
has further questions about the Warranty Policy, they can 
find more information at www.yeti.com/warranty or can 
contact YETI® at 512-394-9384.
 

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
YETI Tundras®, Tanks®, Roadies®, YETI ICE®, and the YETI 
Rambler® Series of stainless steel products carry a 
5-Year Limited Warranty against defects in material and 
workmanship. This warranty applies to only the original 
owner and is void if the product is used commercially, 
structurally altered, or subjected to stress beyond 
the physical limits of the materials used in body or 
components, or is damaged as a result of abnormal 
use. Normal wear and tear is not warranted. Any limited 
edition product still under warranty will be replaced at 
the discretion of YETI® with the same size product in a 
different color based on availability.

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER
This warranty does not include any manufacturer 
responsibility for any incidental or consequential 
damages resulting from the use of the cooler. If warranty 
applies, the manufacturer will repair or replace, at their 
discretion, the cooler or any part or component that is 
deemed defective. YETI® reserves the right to change 
products and designs without incurring any obligations 
to incorporate such changes into already completed 
products, or those in the hands of dealers or consumers. 
Products repaired or replaced under this warranty may or 
may not incorporate these changes. Damaged products 
must be returned directly to YETI®, in the original box or 
adequate cardboard packaging, freight prepaid. A copy 
of the original sales receipt and the Return Authorization 
Number (RMA#) must be included with the product.

3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
YETI Hopper®, Panga®, and LoadOut® carry a 3-Year 
Limited Warranty against defects in material and 
workmanship. This warranty applies to only the original 
owner and is void if the product is used commercially, 
structurally altered, or subjected to stress beyond 
the physical limits of the materials used in body or 
components, or is damaged as a result of abnormal use. 
Punctures and normal wear and tear are not warranted. 
Any limited edition product still under warranty will be 
replaced at the discretion of YETI® with the same size 
product in a different color based on availability.

WARRANTY INFO
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Built for close calls in far-flung places.  
Built for tall tales and epic adventures.  

Built for finding comfort well outside comfort zones. 
Built for the wild. 

 

RESOURCES
 

YETI® Field Guide Product Training: fieldguide.yeti.com

 Dealer Resources: yeti.com/dealers

Marketing Assets: assets.yeti.com 

Contact: sales@yeti.com


